
Three Mountains Ordo Aegis Honoris
Generic Scroll without Name, Date or Baron/Baroness Names

For Stromgard Challenge April, 2021
By Eden the Mad

Inspiration:

Mira calligraphiae monumenta

Joris Hoefnagel (Flemish / Hungarian,

1542 - 1600)

and Georg Bocskay (Hungarian, died

1575)

Flemish and Hungarian:

Vienna, Austria (Place Created)

fols. 1-129 written 1561–1562; illumination

added about 1591–1596

Medium:

Tempera colors, watercolors, gold and

silver paint, and ink on parchment and

paper bound between pasteboard covered

with red morocco

https://www.getty.edu/art/collection/artists/980/joris-hoefnagel-flemish-hungarian-1542-1600/
https://www.getty.edu/art/collection/artists/708/georg-bocskay-hungarian-died-1575/


Concept:

I had a piece of 8x10 vellum which was too small for me to be confident of my ability to

faithfully recreate the original art, so I decided to split it into two pieces: a Mountain Sun

and an Ordo Aegis Honoris, each sized 8x10.

Even though the challenge was over a week, I only had 3 partial days I could work on it, so

I jumped right in.

Sketch:

I broke the concept into two parts: Mountain Sun would use the pattern and the Ordo

Aegis would have the realistic flowers.

Ordo Aegis Honoris Sketch Mountain Sun Sketch



Relatively happy with the sketches, I decided to start with the Mountain Sun as I was excited for
my vision of this mostly gold piece of art.

Failure #1 - Mountain Sun

(Process pics not available as I forgot to take any)

Problems I encountered, in no particular order:
● Assumed that the gold lines would look best if I tried to do it in quick, smooth movements

rather than slow. Forgot that, as I had never done this before, I don’t have the muscle
memory to do even lines in this style.

● Tried to do the lines with a calligraphy nib that wouldn’t work (either the nib is poor
quality or the ink doesn’t work with it. Don’t know. Got frustrated).

● Then tried to correct the uneven lines with a paintbrush. Lines are even MORE uneven
now. Got even madder at it.



● Wasn’t in the mood to line the spaces for calligraphy, so it’s all over the place.
● Tried to scrape off calligraphy with an exacto knife - mostly just smeared the ink. ANGRY

at this *&^%## piece now.
● Had the Mountain Sun symbol wrong. Had to scrape and redo
● Realized after I had put the gold ink on that the lines were supposed to be uniform with

small white spaces between crossing lines. Only thing that has kept me from throwing it
in the garbage is that it is done on vellum, and that stuff is expensive. May try to fix later
when I stop hating it.

This was a learning experience: mainly, if I am not in the mood to do it slow, then don’t start.

Failure #2 - Ordo Aegis Honoris, first attempt



Difficulties I encountered:
● In keeping with the “attached real flower” look of the Inspiration piece, I decided to paint

local Oregon wildflowers. I found a trillium and an Indian Paintbrush on google that I
thought were pretty. The problem is that the flowers needed to be true to life and I could
not figure out how big to make them, what a cut stem might look like, etc. A photo from
the internet just wasn’t cutting it.

● Calligraphy was started in the evening, after a long day at work and after failing at the
Mountain Sun.

○ Lighting was poor
○ I was sitting in a bad position
○ I was using a new calligraphy pen
○ I wasn’t in the mood to properly line the spaces
○ halfway through my vision decided to just quit on me to where I could not focus

on the letters. It was calligraphy by guess work.

Commence personal melt-down/tantrum and tossing the attempt into the trash.

This was another learning experience: mainly, if I wasn’t in the mood to go slow on the first
attempt DO NOT TRY TO POWER THROUGH ON ANOTHER. Also, if my vision isn’t
cooperating, then STOP WORKING.

Ordo Aegis Honoris - Finally!
New day. Cooled off. Pulled the last attempt out of the trash and reviewed. Decided that the
concept was sound and I could do it if I painted from life and slowed down to space my lines.
Grabbed a new sheet of pergmenta, traced my design onto it, and ruled out the calligraphy.
WENT SLOW. Still not perfect, but it’s way better. It needs more space around the calligraphy,
but I can live with it.

Went outside and cut some of the small flowers that are growing around the house. Took a
photo of it on the calligraphy so that if it wilts I will have an example of it fresh (it wilted in about
30 minutes, so I was glad I did this step). Bonus: I can zoom in on the photo which is very
helpful since I desperately need new contacts.



Real flower “mockup” on failure attempt piece

Sketched flowers, added paint (painting took me about 2 hours total)

Painted with gouache on pergmenta. PERSONAL NOTE: fuschia is a hard color to recreate.



Finished Painting






